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Identifying best practices requires ample research with strong methodology. Understood as the “gold standard” in methodological strength, the randomized controlled trial (RCT) has been shown to provide reliable and valid findings (Shadish, Cook, & Campbell, 2002). Practically, however, RCTs are often difficult (and expensive) to implement. In response, statisticians have developed a matching technique known as propensity score modeling (PSM) to simulate the findings of RCT experiments (Rosenbaum & Rubin, 1983; 1985). Over the last several years, criminal justice scholars have become increasingly reliant on the use of PSM in their evaluation research (e.g., Delisi, Barnes, Beaver, & Gibson, 2009; Gaes, Bales, & Scaggs, 2016).

Although prior scholarship generally supports the utility of PSM, there are some important caveats about this statistical technique to acknowledge. For example, tests of PSM’s accuracy have been limited to fields quite dissimilar from criminal justice, such as medicine (see Hill, 2008). Some literature also cautions about the underlying dangers (e.g., increased inefficiency and model dependence) in using the propensity score to match cases (King & Nielsen, 2016). Other scholarship highlights examples of many commonly overlooked issues (e.g., high sensitivity to propensity score estimation) in the application of PSM (Smith & Todd, 2001, 2005; Steiner et al., 2010; Wooldridge, 2005). More concerning, however, is the evidence that suggests under some circumstances PSM can yield the opposite results of an RCT (e.g., Peikes, Moreno, & Orzol, 2008), and that scholars appear to use PSM correctly in journal articles only 28% of the time (Austin, 2008a). Another criticism of PSM is that some researchers are simply implementing a “matching” technique with blind acceptance, which may oversimplify a complex process in calculating the propensity score (Caliendo & Kopeinig, 2008; Steiner et al., 2010). These issues are of great concern to the academic and professional communities because researchers may unknowingly be presenting misleading or even incorrect conclusions from their PSM analyses, which could lead to inappropriate policy recommendations and policies.

With the growing popularity of PSM, its technological ease of use, and the numerous concerns regarding its application, there exists a clear need for cross-validation tests to assess the reliability and validity of PSM in criminal justice research. The current project, therefore, addresses a critical question: *Can PSM methods replicate the results from RCTs of criminal justice evaluations?* For this project, we focused our efforts on the following five different PSM techniques (breaking out those with and without a caliper making seven comparable types in total), due to their common utility in criminology and criminal justice research: 1-1 (read, 1 to 1) matching (with
and without a caliper), 1-many matching\(^1\) (with and without a caliper),\(^2\) inverse probability of the treatment weighting (IPTW), stratified weighting scheme,\(^3\) and optimal pairs matching.\(^4\)

**Methodology**

In order to answer this question, we gathered the datasets of 10 publicly available and restricted RCT studies from the National Archive of Criminal Justice Data (NACJD), introduced an artificial selection bias into the treatment groups of these investigations, and then used each PSM technique to remove this selection bias. We then compared the results generated from the PSM methods to those derived from the original RCT experiments, and meta-analyzed the findings across all studies to reveal the true reliability and validity of PSM in relation to RCTs using criminal justice data.

**Eligible RCTs.** To be included in this evaluation, studies had to meet two baseline selection criteria: (1) All treatment and comparison cases had to be randomized to their respective condition,\(^5\) and (2) the dataset had to have a minimum number of 130 treatment cases per treatment condition.\(^6\) This number is based on what is needed in preparing the data for PSM. Power analysis indicates that to detect a true difference of a medium effect size (using Cohen’s \(d = .5\)), with approximately .80 power, the study requires 65 cases per group (Cohen, 1988). Given the project design, working backwards from 65 cases and considering the needs of PSM,

---

\(^1\) Briefly put, PSM aims to summarize covariates in a numeric score that predicts participation in the treatment (selection bias) and then allows a comparison between treatment and control cases with similar propensity scores. In a 1-1 match for every one treatment case, there is only one control case matched. The 1-1 matching for this study employed a greedy matching style, which identifies the first closest match (nearest neighbor) and removes the pair without replacement. In a 1-many match, for every one treatment case, there are multiple control cases matched. The optimal number of matched control cases were determined by using the formula provided by Hansen (2004) and guidelines of Austin (2010). For this study, the 1-many matching was done with replacement meaning control cases could be used multiple times, and then weighted by the number of times they were used.

\(^2\) When calipers were used, they were calculated as the standard deviation of the propensity score multiplied by .25 (Rosenbaum & Rubin, 1985). Once propensity scores were conditioned for each study’s biased sample, all PSM approaches for that RCT dataset relied on the same score. Propensity scores were calculated using logistic regression and any covariate that possessed over 10% bias or was significantly different between the treatment and control cases.

\(^3\) IPTW involves a weighting formula that gives more statistical strength to those case who look most like the treatment group, and less to those who are most different on the propensity score (see Austin & Stuart, 2015). Stratified weighting split the propensity score into equal strata and weighted the cases by their within-strata proportion (see Hong, 2010).

\(^4\) Optimal pairs matching is like 1-1 matching in that it uses pairs, but instead of taking the nearest neighbor, the process selects matched pairs by assessing and optimizing (reducing) the overall difference in the treatment and control groups (see Guo & Fraser, 2014). Optimal pair matching was conducted in the statistical program R, while all other approaches were conducted in Stata using either manually written formulas for the weighting schemes or the pmatch2 command.

\(^5\) Although seemingly inherent in the term RCT, there are many studies that fall into this category, but may not have entirely random assignment. For instance, some researchers may have been required to stop randomly assigning comparison cases due to ethical issues. Such studies may introduce bias into the treatment effects and therefore are not selected.

\(^6\) In an RCT, 130 treatment cases should ensure roughly the same number of comparison cases.
this translates to 130 cases per group in the initial RCT to act as a guide to identify appropriate studies for 1-1 greedy matching (the most data-hungry technique). A systematic search of NACJD identified 46 potential studies, from which only nine studies of different types (e.g., policing, courts, corrections) met our sample size requirements. To achieve our aim of at least 10 studies we included one quasi-experimental study that prospectively identified comparison group participants prior to the rollout of the program.

**Artificial selection bias.** Inherent in their randomized nature, RCT groups lack selection bias, which is what PSM is designed to remove. In order to test PSM techniques, we first systematically introduce selection bias into the treatment groups. Briefly put, the creation of artificial selection bias involved the following steps: (1) identify the most critical measures from the studies’ list of variables according to the study’s accompanied report; (2) from this list, identify measures that best predict the likelihood of being in the treatment group using a forward and then backward stepwise logistic regression with relatively relaxed standards of keeping or removing variables in/out of the model (e.g., $p < .5$ rather than .05); (3) construct an additive scale from the variables that successfully predicted treatment group membership (i.e., measures remaining in both forward and backward stepwise models); and (4) selecting only the treatment cases that were above the mean of the additive scale. This process was conducted “blind”, meaning it was completed by the second author, and the first author then conditioned the propensity score. The blind component was used to ensure the measures used to create the bias were unknown to the person conditioning the propensity score. Ultimately, the process produced between 30% and 50% of the treatment cases that had a significant bias relative to the comparison cases according to the measures of balance discussed in the next section. These biased treatment cases were merged into a dataset with the full original comparison group.

---

7 The manner in which we conditioned the propensity score was an a-theoretical approach. Essentially, any covariate in the biased sample that possessed a percent bias more than 20% or yielded a statistically significant difference between the treatment and control groups was selected to be part of the logit model that conditioned the propensity score.
Comparing the RCT and PSM techniques. The biased and PSM treatment and control groups were all compared to each other as well as the RCT using six measures of balance. (1) The percentage of covariates with statistically significant differences ($p < .05$). In a true experiment/RCT, we would expect to see approximately 5% of all covariates to be significantly different between the treatment and control groups just due to chance in the random assignment (Shadish et al., 2002). The standardized percent difference/bias was also calculated and compared in four ways. The standardized percent bias is a common method of identifying the degree to which treatment and control groups differ, and is the preferred method over simply using the Neyman-Pearson approach to statistical significance (see Austin, 2008b, 2011). According to Rosenbaum and Rubin (1985), the treatment and control groups should not differ on a covariate more than 20%, with less than 10% being ideal. Thus, the four ways we assessed the groups on the standardized bias included the (2) mean, (3) maximum, and overall percent of covariates that were (4) over 20% and (5) 10% bias. Lastly, we examined the (6) receiver operating characteristic - area under the curve statistic (AUC). The AUC can be used as a sensitivity check to gauge how well the propensity score predicts if a case is in the treatment group (see Austin, 2008b). The closer a PSM technique can get to any of these ideal benchmarks, the closer the technique was at replicating the RCT.

Finally, for each dataset, we calculated a common metric effect size (ES) (i.e., Cohen’s $d$) along with a 95% confidence interval (CI) for all of the dependent variables in the original RCT, and for the seven PSM techniques after removing the artificial bias. We then compared the PSM and RCT results on five dimensions. (1) The percentage of ES comparisons that shared the same statistical significance (i.e., $p < .05$, yes or no) and direction (i.e., positive or negative). (2) The percentage of PSM ESs that were larger in magnitude than the RCT ESs. (3) The percentage of PSM ESs that fell within the 95% confidence interval (CI) of the RCT ESs. (4) The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient ($r$) between the PSM and RCT ESs. (5) Finally, we calculated

---

8 High AUC values are expected with the biased sample to note that the propensity score is conditioned well. AUC values close to .5 should be expected after the PSM approach is applied to indicate that the propensity score can no longer identify the difference between the treatment and control cases (i.e., they are balanced).
the difference in the estimated outcomes between the RCT and PSM methodologies and averaged across the total number of outcomes included. For the purposes of this study a point estimate of zero indicates no difference in the ES between the RCT and PSM. A positive value, however, indicates the ES from the PSM method overestimates the magnitude of the treatment effect relative to the RCT, and a negative value indicates the PSM method underestimates the magnitude. The overall ES for the difference between each PSM and RCT approach was calculated using a random-effects model meta-analysis (see Bornstein, Hedges, Higgins, & Rothstein, 2009). The heterogeneity of ESs was determined by the $I^2$ statistic, which is an intuitive index of the discrepancy of a group of studies results (see Higgins, Thompson, Deeks, & Altman, 2003).

Results

Table 1 provides the descriptive statistics of the 10 RCT studies included in our investigation. One investigation involved two separate RCTs, which allowed us to generate 11 total effect sizes. As can be seen in this table, the mean sample size per study is 573, with a range of 351 to 1,469, and the mean number of comparable covariates per study is 71, with a range of 33 to 131. In addition, the mean number of outcomes per study was 9, with a range of 5 to 22. The average effect size is represented as the mean Cohen’s $d$ and 95% confidence interval (CI) values across all of the outcomes within each study. Finally, the mean percentage of the original treatment group identified to be in the biased sample is approximately 42%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study (ICPSR #)</th>
<th>Treatment Group $n$</th>
<th>Control Group $n$</th>
<th># Covariates</th>
<th># Outcomes</th>
<th>Mean Cohen’s $d$</th>
<th>[95% CI]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (6358)</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>[1.12, 1.56]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (32901)</td>
<td>632</td>
<td>837</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>[0.07, 0.27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (3201)</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>[0.06, 0.45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (2686)</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>[-0.12, 0.24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (8496)</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>[-0.33, 0.09]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (34975)</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>[-0.18, 0.20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 (3353)</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>[-0.33, 0.07]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8a (2890)</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>[-0.19, 0.10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8b (2890)</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>[-0.30, -0.01]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 (25261)</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>[-0.37, -0.01]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 (4307)</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>[-0.38, 0.02]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9 The interpretation of $I^2$ is the proportion of total variation in the estimates of treatment effect that is due to heterogeneity between studies, which is presented in percentage terms. Higgins and Thompson (2002) proposed that $I^2$ percentages of around 25%, 50%, and 75% indicate low, medium, and high heterogeneity amongst the ESs.
Table 2 summarizes the model fit for the original RCTs, the biased samples, and the PSM approaches. In the original RCTs, 9% of the covariate comparisons between the treatment and control group are statistically significant ($p < .05$). This estimate is much higher in the artificially biased sample (37%), and ranges within the PSM types between 2% for the 1-1 (with caliper) method to a high of 14% for the IPTW method. There is also a large increase in the mean percent bias in the biased sample compared to the original RCT (21% compared to 8%, respectively). The seven PSM methods are all able to substantively reduce the mean percent bias compared to the biased sample (range = 11% to 14%), but none fall below the estimate for the original RCT.

Finally, the AUC value is much larger in the biased sample than in the original RCT (.847 compared to .661, respectively). The seven PSM methods are all also able to reduce the AUC values compared to the biased sample, and all but one, the 1-1 (no caliper) method, even reduced the AUC value below the original RCT.

Table 2. Model balance summary, by PSM type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>% Stat. sig.</th>
<th>Mean % bias</th>
<th>Max. % bias</th>
<th>% Bias &gt; 20</th>
<th>% Bias &gt; 10</th>
<th>AUC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original RCT</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>.661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biased Sample</td>
<td>36.9</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>69.5</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>.847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-1 (no caliper)</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>38.4</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>45.1</td>
<td>.664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-1 (with caliper)</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>36.9</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>.539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-many (no caliper)</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>36.9</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>45.4</td>
<td>.575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-many (with caliper)</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>45.9</td>
<td>.551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stratified weighting</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td>.526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPTW</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>51.3</td>
<td>.562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal Pairs</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>46.2</td>
<td>.650</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 compares the results generated by each of the seven PSM types with those from the original RCT. Across these various methods, 55% to 68% of the PSM effect sizes are of the same statistical significance and direction as those of the RCT. Furthermore, between 70% and 75% of the PSM effect size estimates are larger than those from the RCT, and between 67% and 89% of the PSM estimates fall within the 95% confidence intervals of the RCT effect sizes. Finally, the correlations between the PSM effect size estimates and the RCT effect size estimates are all large ($r = .937$ to .974).10

---

10 These estimates include the total number of outcome comparisons across all studies ($n = 104$). We also conducted the same set of analyses by averaging the ESs within each study first and then making comparisons ($n = 11$). This yielded similar findings to those presented here.
Table 3. Comparative results, by PSM type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>% Same stat. sig. and direction</th>
<th>% PSM ES &gt; RCT ES</th>
<th>% PSM ES within 95% CI of RCT ES</th>
<th>Correlation of PSM ES and RCT ES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-1 (no caliper)</td>
<td>68.3</td>
<td>71.2</td>
<td>89.4</td>
<td>.974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-1 (with caliper)</td>
<td>67.3</td>
<td>70.2</td>
<td>81.7</td>
<td>.937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-many (no caliper)</td>
<td>56.7</td>
<td>72.1</td>
<td>67.3</td>
<td>.944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-many (with caliper)</td>
<td>56.7</td>
<td>69.2</td>
<td>68.3</td>
<td>.944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stratified weighting</td>
<td>54.8</td>
<td>69.2</td>
<td>74.0</td>
<td>.967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPTW</td>
<td>48.1</td>
<td>72.1</td>
<td>63.5</td>
<td>.942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal Pairs</td>
<td>65.4</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>86.5</td>
<td>.981</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 presents the main meta-analytic findings of the difference in Cohen’s d values between the PSM methods and the original RCT results. To reiterate, a difference in d that is zero indicates a perfect replication of the RCT, and a positive point estimate indicates PSM effect sizes are larger than (or overestimate) those generated from the original RCTs. Overall, the magnitude of observed differences are rather small (range = .03 to .09). In five of the seven comparisons, for example, the differences in the PSM and RCT estimates are not statistically significant, and in six of the seven methods the level of heterogeneity in the effect sizes is low ($I^2 < 25\%$). Finally, both Table 4 and Figure 1 highlight the large amount of overlap between the 95% confidence intervals of the estimates across all seven of the PSM methods.

Table 4. Meta-analysis of difference in Cohen’s d between PSM methods and RCT results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Difference in Cohen’s d</th>
<th>[95% CI]</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>$I^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-1 (no caliper)</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>[-0.05 to 1.05]</td>
<td>.489</td>
<td>2,612</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-1 (with caliper)</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>[-0.04 to 0.13]</td>
<td>.281</td>
<td>2,282</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-many (no caliper)</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>[0.00 to 0.18]</td>
<td>.049</td>
<td>2,571</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-many (with caliper)</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>[-0.01 to 0.16]</td>
<td>.077</td>
<td>2,565</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stratified weighting</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>[0.00 to 0.13]</td>
<td>.041</td>
<td>3,791</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPTW</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>[-0.03 to 0.18]</td>
<td>.143</td>
<td>4,561</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal Pairs</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>[-0.02 to 0.14]</td>
<td>.143</td>
<td>2,602</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Meta-analysis of difference in Cohen’s d between PSM methods and RCT results.
Discussion

Given the mixed-findings and theoretical debate regarding the ability of PSM to establish causal inferences in social science research, we set out to assess the reliability and validity of seven PSM methods in replicating the results of 10 criminal justice RCT experiments. This investigation provides support for the use of PSM in criminal justice research. Specifically, our results suggest that these seven PSM methods can be an effective means for estimating reliable and valid simulation of RCT experiments. The strong correlations found between the RCT and PSM estimates (i.e., all r values > .90), indicate that the seven PSM approaches examined here were able to replicate the direction and magnitude of the effect sizes from original RCT experiments to a high degree. In addition, the average difference in Cohen's d between the PSM and RCT estimates were relatively small, ranging from .03 to .09 across the seven types. While the practical significance of d should be determined by the individual study context (Cohen, 1988), these differences fall within general allowable differences described in other cross-validation studies (i.e., d = .24; Dong & Lipsey, 2018)\(^\text{11}\). Furthermore, our meta-analyses of the differences in d show that only two of the seven PSM variations compared were significantly different (p < .05) from the original RCT. These results support an optimistic view of PSM, and further coincide with the findings from cross-validation studies analyzing other social science data (Dehejia & Wahba, 1999; Dong & Lipsey, 2018).

When comparing the relative abilities of the various PSM techniques, the 1-1 matching (both with and without a caliper) and optimal pairs approaches, appear to perform the best in our cross-validation studies. These three methods provided the closest replication to the original RCTs in virtually all areas, including reducing the standardized bias, the number of covariates still significantly different after the match, and producing statistically similar effect sizes. The 1-many (with and without a caliper) and weighting (stratified and

\(^{11}\) It is important to note that Cohen’s d is interpreted in relation to the discipline-specific measurement of the outcome variables (Cohen, 1988). The .24 difference in d was established in the education literature and specific to educational performance in relation to various intervening practices. That said, it is related to many, if not all, of the outcomes we used in that the educational measures are typically behavioral and/or scaled tests.
inverse probability) techniques were also moderately reliable and accurate, but had notable drawbacks. For instance, less than 75% of their ESs fell within the 95% confidence intervals of the RCT ESs, and less than 60% of the ESs from these techniques were of the same statistical significance and direction as the RCT ESs. Moreover, the average difference in Cohen’s d in relation to the RCT ESs were statistically different ($p < .05$) in two of these four methods (i.e. 1-many with caliper and stratified weighting). With that said, there were instances in which the 1-many and weighting approaches provided a closer replication than the 1-1 approaches. This suggests that the reliability and validity of PSM may be dependent on situational factors that have yet to be identified. Some scholars have attempted to address these situational components when it comes to estimating differences that may be sensitive in the modeling process (e.g., Austin, 2009, 2010; Hill, 2008). However, more work is needed to isolate such boundaries of reliability and validity within criminal justice data.

The findings of this investigation also raise some concerns about using PSM techniques for determining causal effects. For example, while the majority of the PSM methods examined here yielded a statistically similar ES as the original RCT, none of these techniques had more than 89% of their ESs fall within the 95% confidence intervals of the RCT estimates. This means that at least 11% of the time, PSM provided an estimate that was significantly outside the boundaries of the original RCT estimate. In addition, the majority of the ESs generated across these seven PSM techniques appear to overestimate the findings of the original RCT. This overestimation of the treatment effect has important research and policy implications. Finally, within the average ESs generated through meta-analysis are smaller failures that exist for each of the PSM techniques. In other words, while most of the estimated ESs were comparable to the RCT, at some point each of the techniques provided a significantly different estimate for one or more of the outcome measures. The inherent problems with this, is that the one dissimilar effect size may be masked by another, more accurate estimate. These somewhat pessimistic results coincide with the mixed-findings reported in other PSM cross-validation studies (e.g., LaLonde, 1986; Smith & Todd, 2005).

Based on these findings, we would like to emphasize two critical points of caution for anyone using PSM in evaluation research. First, **test multiple techniques to gain confidence in the estimated effect sizes.** The precise number and types of techniques depend on the study’s situation (e.g., number of control and treatment cases). Should the results of multiple types show that there is a significant difference in the outcome between techniques, then
considerable attention should be given to review what measures are used in conditioning the propensity score, the technique limitations, and degree of common support (comparable propensity scores) that exists between the treatment and control groups. Second, *assess balance using all appropriate methods and disseminate those assessments.*

When considering the wide differences in the model fit indices, a note should be made as to what assessment indices ought to be used and reported when using PSM techniques. We recommend using all of the comparison indices we used in this study, especially for 1-1 techniques (1-1 with and without a caliper or optimal pairs) whenever possible. These indices will indicate how close the study is to the expected values of a field experimental design (see Table 2), as well as provide the researcher, and reviewers, more information to assess the performance of the PSM technique. Other indices are available for PSM weighting techniques that were not included here (e.g., assessing the ability of measures to predict the treatment pre- and post-weighting). We recommend those using weighting techniques to also include such indices offered by the literature (e.g., Guo & Fraser, 2014).

**Limitations.** The findings of this study should be contextualized in its key limitations. First is the fact that RCTs in criminology and criminal justice research are almost always field experiments. As indicated by Table 2, the RCTs used here were not quite to the level of expectation that a laboratory experiment might produce (e.g., less than 5% statistically significant differences among covariates). Unfortunately, this is an inherent issue in any field RCT experiment, and policy/evidence-based decisions are often made at this level based on such methodology. Subsequently, our analyses adhere to that which is most common in criminal justice studies. Second, we used multiple different types of criminal justice studies (e.g., policing, courts, corrections). While this makes the interpretation of effect sizes difficult, it allows for criminal justice researchers to view how PSM can perform in relation to the topical areas and in the justice system/criminological settings as a whole. Subsequently, our analysis provides a more methodological examination rather than a substantive/theoretical one. Third, on a methodological note, our baseline conditioning of the propensity score was purposefully atheoretical and involved no interactions. This was to ensure the possibility of replication by removing as much subjectivity as possible. Plus, this cross-validation process provides an absolute baseline of how to condition the propensity score. It stands for future research to show how theoretical selection of the conditioning covariates would improve the match. Lastly, we did not test other techniques like matching estimators,
treatment effect estimators, Mahalanobis matching or kernel matching, thus we cannot speak to some of the criticisms about PSM (e.g., King & Nielsen, 2016). These are areas of future research, along with the use of non-inferiority/equivalence tests between the PSM and RCT effect sizes (e.g., van Wormer & Campbell, 2016), examinations of the unmatched cases, and identifying the appropriate type and number of covariates that should be used to condition the propensity score.

**Conclusion.** In conclusion, our cross-validation meta-analysis demonstrates clear evidence that PSM can be a reliable and valid approach to estimating causal inference in the absence of the ability to conduct an RCT experiment. However, there are also some instances in which PSM appears to fall short of the RCT. While these issues may be in relation to some limitations to our approach, others may be more situational (data and setting) related, and still others may be related to the specific technique employed. As a result, researchers and policy makers should approach the use and interpretation of PSM with cautious optimism as it will provide a reliable and valid estimate of the treatment effect most of the time.
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